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advanced api security
securing apis
Imperva, Inc., (@Imperva) the
cybersecurity leader whose
mission is to protect data and
all paths to it, announced it
has entered into an

agreement to acquire
CloudVector, a leader in
advanced API
imperva® to acquire
cloudvector, accelerates
vision for web application
and api protection
Cybersecurity company
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Imperva announced plans to
acquire API security startup
CloudVector for an
undisclosed sum.
imperva acquires api
security company
cloudvector
Account holder digital
expectations are often being
driven by innovative fintechs
and credit unions have turned
to open banking as an
effective way to meet this
demand through partnerships
with
why open banking
regulations and security
matter to credit unions
Many IoT devices are
designed to be placed and
then forgotten until the end of
their life. They seldom receive
any security updates, and the
manufactu..
how to secure iot devices at
the workplace
F5 (NASDAQ: FFIV) today
announced enhancements to
its application security
portfolio at Agility, the
company’s industry-leading
event for architects,
f5 secures the applications

and apis driving modern
digital experiences
Red Hat Inc. is betting that
enterprises will be interested
in its ability to secure hybrid
cloud applications better with
a new and more advanced
iteration of its Red Hat
OpenShift platform. The
red hat bakes cloud
security into the heart of
red hat openshift
Here are the 15 fastestgrowing companies in the
next-generation enterprise
communication and
collaboration security space.
protecting collaboration
channels for remote work
Research shows unpatched
systems remain. Here's how
the attacks unfolded, from
discovery of vulnerabilities to
today's battle to close the
holes.
the microsoft exchange
server hack: a timeline
Identity is becoming the new
perimeter, and these IAM
tools have evolved to help
secure assets as organizations
rely less on traditional
perimeter defenses and move
to zero-trust environments.
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that
8 top identity and access
management tools
A tertiary OpenShift tier
comes alongside three apps
for businesses to build on
their Kubernetes-based hybrid
cloud strategy
red hat launches openshift
platform plus alongside
new managed cloud
services
Critical Data and
Communications Even in Most
Sophisticated Hacking
AttacksIRVINE, Calif.-(BUSINESS WIRE)--After
three years of intensive
research and development,
XSOC CORP has emerged
from stealth
xsoc corp emerges from
stealth and launches four
foundational patent
pending cryptographic
systems built to secure
critical data today and long
into t
According to the most recent
FBI data, police departments
interact with the public 61.5
million times each year,
dealing with everything from
petty crimes to medical
emergencies and violent acts

bringing innovation to
justice and public safety
with the cloud
SafeGuard Cyber, the only
SaaS platform dedicated to
managing the full lifecycle of
Digital Risk Protection, has
introduced its new
safeguard cyber introduces
advanced governance for
zoom video
communications
In today's online world,
pirates surf the internet to
steal valuable digital content
like movies, shows, and
sporting events. Akamai's
"Inside the world of video
pirates" paper looks at why
digital
defeating the pirates
Following on a series of
announcements over the past
few months, ZEDEDA today
introduced a new Kubernetes
direct integration solution
designed to simplify secure
deployment and management
of
zededa introduces
kubernetes clusters and
hardware simplification
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solution citing
collaboration with suse
EEVEE is a new digital
service designed to make
electric vehicle ownership
more transparent, efficient
and cheaper. EEVEE’s
platform and app gives
electric vehicle owners and
fleet managers full
new digital service reveals
the real cost of charging an
electric vehicle
ZEDEDA, the leader in
orchestration for the
distributed edge, today
announced direct integration
with Kubernetes to simplify
remote deployment and
management of Kubernetes
clusters on edge nodes at
zededa unveils industryfirst secure zero touch
kubernetes orchestration
solution for the distributed
edge
Skydio, the leading U.S. drone
manufacturer and world
leader in autonomous flight
technology, today announced
it is now shipping Skydio X2
drones with dual
color/thermal sensors to
defense, public

u.s. drone maker skydio
announces x2 drone is now
shipping for public sector
& enterprise and
introduces skydio cloud
Tech Lead Working Remote –
FlightCentre USA,
Marlborough, MA Overview
We are seeking a full-time,
.NET Application Developer to
help our customers manage
their travel as efficiently as
possible. The
fcm – full stack .net
developer – remote, us
Tech Lead Remote working in
Canada Overview We are
seeking a full-time, .NET
Application Developer to help
our customers manage their
travel as efficiently as
possible. The Application
Developer will
fcm – full stack .net
developer – remote, canada
Q1 2021 Earnings CallApr 28,
2021, 5:00 p.m. ETContents:
Prepared Remarks Questions
and Answers Call Participants
Prepared Remarks:
OperatorGood afternoon. My
name is France, and I will be
your
facebook (fb) q1 2021
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earnings call transcript
Dialpad Inc., the industry
leader in AI-powered
communication and
collaboration, announced
today that TMC, a global,
integrated media company
helping clients build
communities in print, inperson and
dialpad receives 2021
unified communications
product of the year award
Incognia offers a free
developer edition of its
frictionless mobile fraud
prevention solutionPALO

ALTO, Calif., May 04, 2021
(GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -Location identity company
Incognia today announced the
incognia launches location
identity solution for mobile
app developers
Q1 2021 Results Conference
Call April 28, 2021 05:00 PM
ET Company Participants
Deborah Crawford - VP, IR
Mark Zuckerberg - CEO
Sheryl Sandberg - COO Dave
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